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A series of hypervelocity impact experiments was con-
ducted using the light gas gun facilities at IITRI. The
program was conducted in three separate phases; one dealing
with microparticle impacts, one with measurement of dynamic
deformation in single-plate targets above and below the
ballistic limit, and one covering measurement cf impact-
produced rad4ation in a reduced atmosphere. Ail the test
data and observations for each phase are included in
separate sections of this report since each series is
independent of the other.
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EXPERIMENTAL, HYPERVCLOCITY 1KPACT RESEARCH PROGRAM
SUMMARY
The general purpose of the program wasto measure vari-
ous physical phenomena associated with the hypervelocity
t	 impact process. The program covered a very broad spectrum
of measurements and, for convenience, was divided into three
{	 phases.
In. Phase I the threshold velocity for various sized boro-
silicate microsphe^es (20 to 250 microns) was determined for
various aluminum and Stainless steel Pegasus targets.
Essentially the highest velocity with no penetration and the
lowest velocity with penetration were determined for select-
ed ball size and target combinations.
Phase II determined dynamic deformation on the rear sur-
face of aluminum targets. in these experiments the mass of
}	 the aluminum projectile and its vel ,.3city was held constant
(within the limitsof the launcher) and the -target thickness
was varied. A range of conditions from penetration through
spall and below the spallation limit was examined. Mea-
surements on the back-face of the targets were made with
sequential flash X-rays and optical lever techniques.
In Phase III, a series of measurements was made for
flat impacts of a disk-type projectile. Included were
sequential flash X-rays of the bubble on the back face of
the target and ima ge-converter pictures of the bubble, both
self-illuminated and back lighted. In aspecial high-vacuum
target chamber, measurements of the following were made:
the charge on the projectile prior to impact (in range
vacuum): the ionization charge of the fragment bubble off
the back face of the target; the total int.egraced light;
and certain other spectral bands of radiation.
INTRODUCTION
A series of hypervelocity impact experiments was con-
ducted using the light gas gun facilities at IITRI. The
program was conducted in three separate phases; one de 'ing
with microparticle impacts, one with measurement of dynamic
deformation in single-plate targets above and below the
ballistic limit, and one covering measurement of impact-
produced radiation in a reduced atmosphere. All the test
data and observations for each phase are included in
separate sections of this report since each series is
independent of the other.
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TECHNICAL DISCUSSION
Phase I Microsphere Experiments
The objective of Phase I was to conduct a series of
experimental light-gas gun firings of various borosilicate
micron-sized spheres against various aluminum (Pegasus
2024T3) and stainless steel (Type 304) targets. Table I
shows the range of sphere sizes and target combinations
for these experiments. For each of the seven combinations
listed in the table the lowest velocity that would result
in penetration of the target and the highest •.,elocit.y that
would not per.et.Late the target were to be determined.
Essentially the thre.,:^i;old velocity for each of the combina-
tions was to be determined. Table I also lists the ex-
pected range of velocities for each combination.
In previous studies, 380-µ-diam borosilicate spheres
were fired successfully. Velocities up to 22,000 fps were
obtained with .22-caliber sabot-launched projectiles.
Launch techniques based on this previous experience were
used for the micr_osphere experiments.
Before the firings could b- conducted, it was necessary
to:
(1) obtain adequate supplied of borosilicate
spheres,
(2) select at?d grade mi.crospheres for each
of the five sizes selected,
(3) develop techniques for loading the smaller
spheres into the sabot that minimize ball
breakup during launch, and
(:) develop instrumentation methods to deter-
mine ball velocity.
These tasks were undertaken simultaneously during pre-
liminary firing tests. Experimental firings were then made.
First, at the higher velocity to determine that penetration
could be made within the capabilit'.es of .22-caliber light-
gas gun; then, for the targets in which penetration was ob-
tained, firing conditions were changed to lower the velocity
to ensure no penetration. Velocity was varied between these
limits to establish the actual threshold velocity.
1
I
rTABLE I
SPHERE/TAh,36T COMBINATION REQUIREMENTS
FOR MICROSPHERE FIRINGS
5
Combina-
tion Sphere Target
Expected
Velocity
Range,
(10 3 fps)
1 50-w-diam 2-mil stainless 15- 20
borosilicate steel
2 50-µ-diam
*
1.5-mil Pegasus 12- 18
borosilicate
3 50-I1--diam 1-mil stainless 8- 15
borosilicate st ,	-
4 40-4-diam 1-mil stainless 15- 22
borosilicate steel
5 20-µ-diam 1-mil stainless 20- 25
borosilicate steel
6 130-µ-diam 8-mil Pegasus* 10 -22
borosilicate
7 260-µ-diam 16-mil Pegasus* 10- 22
borosilicate
only the outer skin of 2024T3 aluminum for Pegasus
targets is to be considered in the penetration study.
r..
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spheres in the approximate size .ranges were ^ supplied by
%V cro Beads Incorporated. These spheres as received were
a mixture of size ranges composed of hollaw spheres, solid
spheres, and fragnoerts, as well as of quasispherical shapes.
The object. of the classificE,-tion was to obtain a selected
number of solid spheres within a specified size range. The
initial size requirements were
100 balls: 260-- +
100 balls: 130-r + 10 r300 balls: 50 ­^L ± 5-µ
100 balls: 30-µ + 2-Y
100 balls: 20-µ + 2-1-
The samples were initially classified to eliminate the
obvious nonspherical particles. Sp'-^ res of approximate size
were carefully rclled back and forth in a petri wish. The
solid spherical particles usually collected at one end of
the dish much faster than the fracnner.}s and nonspherical
particles. Observation c: the particles under a microscope
by simultaneous transmitted light and reflected side light-
ing indicated whether the particles were solid or hollow.
The 260-}: spheres were the y. transferred under the
mic_osccpe and cbservea one at a time. The spheres that
were sy metrical, solid, and within the specified size range
were carefully transferred to a vial using a finely tipped
tweezer.
The 130-,: spheres were also selected individually,
using the same procedure. Later, 3 sieving method was used
to obtain a greater number of spheres.
The 5U r bplhur es were -:lsC sele!'r—_i i_ ndIvi dua lly.
However, 300 50-,: balls are negligible in mass for adequate
transfer from the vial to szbot. Therefore, a sieving meth-
od was initiated. A sample traction was obtained of spheres
that passed through a standard 270 mesh sieve (53-,:) , and
were retained on the 4GO nickel mesh sieve (48.6-^_). ine
fraction or, the 400 sieve was then tapped to plug as many
openings as possible. The spheres that remained in the
opening were then removed by more rigorous tapping and saved.
A sieving me^hod for 30-}L spheres was complicated by the
fact that sieve material of the desired 30--}, was not avail-
able. Instead rtucromesh sieves were used to obtain the trac-
tion t.ha'_ passed through the 39.a-r sieve but did not pass
L tliiJt,ijia the ^i`__1 ^ ^l PVe. 	 i
Kicromesh	 sieves	 w-ere
	
also	 used	 to	 obtain the
	
20-µ
cz	 that	 passed	 through	 a	 21.6 -^i 	sieve
but were retained on the 18-µ sieve were saves.
	 roidivIu
pictures of the size Fractions from the
	 samples	 are	 shown
in Figure 1.
	 For
	 the	 subsieve
	 ranges (less than standard
325 mesh
	 (44--}O)	 a sieve material called electromesh or
micromesh was used.	 This micromesh material is specially
made by electrodeposition on a master sieve and results in
a uniform opening without the usual twist-and-turn of regu-
lar sieve material.
	 The desired size fraction can be ob-
tained from two closely size microsized mesh :materials. 	 To
obtain a more uniform product, a technique of purposely plug-
ging the opening of a micromesh sieve was used.
	 The more
spherical bells would fit into the square openings and lodge
quite snugly at four points corresponding to the sides of the
opening.	 An extra sharp tap results in balls of similar size
dropping out to be collected,
	 This technique offers poten-
tial for future studies.	 The micromesh material (Cu or Ni;
with spheres held in the openings could be selectively dis-
solved, either chemically or electrolytically, and the un-
dissolved balls then collected on a membrane-type filter.
Figure 1(f) shows a micromesh sieve with a few glass spheres
attached to the ope:u ng.
Sabot and Sphere Loading. 	 -	 Frevious experience has shown
that multiple leading of projectiles with diameters of 1/32
inch and less is practical for sabot launching in the light-
gas gun.
	
In addition, it was essential that the loading be
made in a singIi layer, to Prevent projectile damage or break-
up during launci__	 Figure 2 illustrates the action of the sabot
and spheres with the multilaunch technique. 	 Before loading
the balls, a thin film of light oil was placed on the flat
surface of the sabot. cour.terbore.
	
The 260- and 130-,1 spheres
were individually hand-loaded into the counterbore and 	 re-
tained by the oil film.
	
Handling spheres of 50-x. or smaller
diameters in this manner proved impractical, hence these were
loaded by a simple transfer method. 	 a 0.050-in. diameter
(diameter of counterbore) rod was ground square and polished.
j Wip.:ng this end with a finger left enough oil on the surface
to permit picking up the micron spheres.	 When the end of the
rod was coated with a layer of spheres it was inserted into
the cavity of the sabot. 	 The relatively thicker oil film on
the sabot then retained most of the spheres when the rod was
removed.	 It is reasonable to assume that the minute amount
of oil on the sphere is burned off in the flight down the
range, or, at least_. the mass of the oil is insignificant
when the ball impacts the target.
As illustrated in Figure 2, the balls lagged behind the
sAhot and were dispersed alone the centerline of the range.
The poor ballistic density of the microspheres caused this,
5
z
iK 3: 120X	 *fag: 100X
(a) 260-µ-3iam Spheres	 (b) 130 -diam Spheres
Mag : 10 (3x	 may: -')QX
(c) 48.6-µ--diam Spheres	 (d) 39-6-µ-diam Snlores
Nag: 100X
	 Nag: 100X
(e) 21.6-µ-diam Spheres	 (f) 39.6-µ-diam Spheres
in hicromesh Sieve
Figure 1 Typical 6orosilicate Projectiles after Screening
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with the result that the sabots impacted the catcher plate	 -
ahead of the spheres. The ejection from the sabot impacts
formed a screen of particles which intercepted the spheres.
This resulted in ball breakup and few, if any, spheres
survived to impact intact on the target. This problem was
overcome by the addition of a snorkel tube on the catcher
plate. The snorkel tube, extending up the range, provided
a protective shield through which the balls could pass,
without danger of interaction with the particles generated
from the sabot impact.
This technique was successful in obtaining clean ball
impacts on the target. Some shots were lost, however, when
an odd or poor separation of the sabot took place. This
caused the sabot to enter, or impact r,n the end of , the
snorkel tube, which resulted in ball breakup and heavy
debris impact on the target.
Range and Launcher. - The hypervelocity range facility and
launcher are shown schematically in Figure 3. The launcher
was an accelerated reservoir-type light--cas gun consisting
of a gun powder chamber, a 20mm pump section, a high-
pressure section and a smoothbore .22-caliber launch tube.
The range section had three basic components; a blast
tank, a range section, and a target chamber. The blast tank
served to expand the gun gases following the projectile and
provided space for aerodyn-maic separation of sabot sections.
he range section was equipped with regularly spaced viewing
stations at which were located the velocity detectors and
image converters. The target chamber contained the sabot
catcher target and was equipped with ports for measuring
the ball velocity.
Instr- mentation. - The basic instrumentation used for these
firings is shown schematically in Figure 4. The system em-
ployed five photomultiplier tube detectors to measure the
flit'-.it time between fixed stations for the calculation of
sabot and ball velocity. A pair of image converters was
employed for verification of the sabot velocity. Photo-
graphs made with the image converter do not resulve projec-
tiles much smaller than 1/64-in. diameter, thus direct veri-
fication of ball velocity for the very small sizes could not
be made. For these firings, the range was evacuated to
400-FL, which was sufficient to render the Zelux sabot sec-
tions luminous as they travel past the detector stations.
The phctomultipliers at A. B, and C were triggered by this
signal.
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Image Converter
	 Target Chamber-	 e
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Light Source —
L
Target ',^
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I
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0	 0
	
n 	 -	 1
Figure 4 Schematic for Hypervelocity Range. Instrumentation
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where
JM-T = distance muzzle to target
0M-B = distance :guzzle to image converter at B,
The verified velocity of the sabot was obtained when
both image converters photograph the sabot at stations B
and C. The field of view on the image view converter was
approximi tely 2 in. in diameter, which means that at a
velocity of 20,000 fps the projectile was in the field or
view for 8 µsec. This meant that, to record the sabot at
the station, the trigger time had to be within + 4 µsec.
The trigger level was a function of both the bias in the
trigger circuit and the luminosity of the sabot.
Since the microspheres could not be resolved on the
timage converter photographs, direct verification of the
ball velocity could not be made. An indirect means had to
be devised to measure the ball velocity. For this purpose
the ball impact flash in the target chamber was monitored
by fiber optics and a photomultiplier, as shown in Fig-
ure 3 and 4. The time between when the sabot was at the
image converter station and the impact flash on the target
was recorded on oscilloscope 3. This time and the sabot
velocity was the basis for calculating the bail velocity.
Two assumptions were made: (1) the average sabot velocity
measured at the image converter stations is equal to the
rmuzzle velocity, and (2) the sabot and balls leave the muz-
zle at the same time. The ball velocity is ther calculated
using the equation:
_	 ^M-TVB	
VS + AtB-TllM-g 
VB	= ball velocity,
VS = sabot velocity, and
tB-T = time between trigger of image converter
at B and impact flash on target.
This technique for Obtaining ball velocity was satis-
factory. However, this was notable variance in the differ-
ence between sabot and ball velocity. It is felt that this
variance was not a result of instrumentation or calculation
technique, but was attributable to the manner in which the
spheres and sabot separate. The exact mode of separation of
micron spheres ar d sabot is not known. However, photographs
11
taken with the image converter camera show that 0.015-in.-
^' amie ter	 fc,-r. mn i rre^,I art y cnarod nAttern follow-
ing the sabot segments. This would indicate that ac}ual
separation of the balls from the sabot progressed as
the sabot moved down range. This may be attributed to the
fact that the oil film used to retain the balls has a rela-
tively high binding fo. ce with the micron spheres s and it
is a random ablative-type action that causes separation.
Thus, in some cases when the balls were, in essence, liven
a piggy-back ride far down range the ball velocity was near
that of the sabot velocity. At the other extreme, when the
balls separate near the muzzle, a larger velocity difference
occurred because of the poor ballistic density of the spheres.
Between these extremes, anywhere along the sabot flight down
range, the spheres may have separated resulting in the noted
variance of the ball velocity.
Target Damage Analysis. - Each of the targets fired in this
phase was subjected to microscopic examination. In the ex-
amination the following type of impacts were noted on the
surface of the targets:
• round circular penetrations (Figure 5) with
a typical crater lip, normally found on hy-
pervelocity impacts;
• round circular craters (Figure 6 11 with a
typical hypervelocity lip found around the
crater on aluminum and Pagasus targets;
• rour.A circular pitted surface on the stain-
les q steel targets;
• irregularly shaped holes and craters; and
• a few iow-ve l ocity type-dents in the surface.
	
The target was considered penetrated only if there was 	 j
a round clean hole through the target with the typical hyper- 	 1
velocity lip. If an irregularly shaped hole but no round
penetration holes appeared in the target it was considered
that this size ball did not penetrate the target. Figure 5
shows typical penetrations made on the various targe`-.s by
the microspheres studied.
A calibrated retical in the eye piece of the microscope
was used to measure the diameters of the holes and craters.
These values are tabulated in Table II. There appears to be 	 1
a wide distribution in the diameters for each particular
ball and target combination. The variation is larger than
1
12
13
Mag: 1'OX
(a) 1-mil Stainless Steel
Target.; 20-30-µ-diam
Sphere: Round 27
Mag: 42X
(c) 8.-mil Pegasus Target;
130-µ-diam Sphere;
Round 45
Mag: 17Jx
(b) 1--mil Stainless Steel
Target; 38.6-µ-diam
Sphere; Round. 36
Mag: 120X
(d) 2-mil Stainless Steel
Target; 48.6-µ-diam
Sphere; Round 48
Mag: 120X	 Mag: 120X
(e) 1-mil Stainless Steel	 (f) 1.5-mil Pegasus Target
Target: 48.6-µ-diam	 48.6--i-diam Sphere;
Sphere; Round 49	 Round 56
Figure 5 Typical Target Damage Resulting
from Perforating Projectile
i
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d
1
I
0
i
c
1
Mag: 42X
(a) 16-mil Pegasus Target
260-µ-diam Sphere
Round 42
Mag: 42X
(b) 16-mil 2024T3 Aluminum Target
240-µ-diam Sphere
Round 29
No PenetratiDn
Figure 6 Comparison of Perforation and Crater
on 16-mil Aluminum Target
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TABLE II
RESULTS OF KICROSP4ERE FIRIWGS
onnati
_
uescrlption Round
Number
Sabot
( fps)
Sphere
velocity
(fps)
Hole
Jlameter
(microns)
Crater
Jlameter
(mlcrnn s_)
48 21,100 No data 143
143
143
135
1271 48.6-,-dram sphere 127
against. 2-mil 112
stainless steel ,q 22,000• 21,100• 159
&rget 143
143
112
112
96_
61 22,000• 21,000• 143
127
52 20,600 18,300
-- 1
127
so
54 No data No data	 I 302 
286
55 18,000• No data 22;
40.6 -) .-diam sphere
against 1.5 -mil
Pegasus target
222
191
159
56 16,000• 140 data 334
238
238
159
57 111500` No .iata No clean 286
circular 14.7
penetration
59 13,700• No data 28b 127
112
43 21,000
_
19,H00 143
143
49 14,400 19,350 143
143
127
3 4a.6-r-diam sphere 127
against	 1-nil 127
stainless steel 112
target 112 !
9b
96
4
_
39.6-,.-diam sphere
59 18 200 • i-5-:000 . 	159
against 1-mil
stainless steel 36 21,500 19	 143''
target
(Irregular shape, 	 to circular22,000 •
5 20-,:-diam sphere holes -- -ossible ^.orylom-
against 1-mil erase imuactri) __
27 22,500 (Irregular shape, no circular
holes -- possible conglom-
stainless steel
tarr7et
grate in acts
6 1.1-i-diam sphere
against 8-ma l
Pegasus target
130
_
21,7130 No Aata 445
430
260 21,900 20 950 716
240 19,000 No data 396
350 
315 
254
7 1260-µ-diem sphere
against 16-nil
Pegasus target
239
222
Not verified with image converter data.
=i
f
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could be attributed to 'he ve'.city distribution and the
tolerance on the ball lia:neter. Pirther, the spread in hole
size is more oror_ounced .or the balls 50-,L anu smaller, and
for the thinner targets. The 260 and 130- balls were indi-
vidually selected eliminating all hollow balls, however, in
the screening of 50-µ balls and smaller, this was not the
case. ys a result, the samples included a certain number :).
hollow spheres with various wall thicknesses. It is felt
c actc ,	 the !-a---  - l e-%Y r ano in t_hPthat this was L:1!' RW^ VL	 i o^. ^.._ in^..^ 	 ^ 	 _ - -	 _
hole sizes for these impact conditions.
Results. - Table II contains tabulation of the microsp:iere
experiments, including measurements of crater and hole diam-
eter on the targets. The lowest velocity- at which penetra-
tion occurred, the highest velocity at which the spheres
failed to penetrate the target, and the ccrrespond;ng round
for each. value are listed in Table III for the seven combina-
tions. Penetration was obtained for six of the seven com-
binations; only the 20-µ s pheres fai'ed to penetrate the one-
mil stainless steel target, within the velocity :apabil.ty of
the system. JF data were obtained for below the threshold
velocity for combinations 1 and 4. T-he effort of this phase
has shown that -,altiprojectile methods of laurcLi= micrc-
size projectiles in light-gas guns are practical in micro-
meteoroid impact studies.
Phase II X-ray and Optical Lever ;ieaslarements
w
jurirg Phase II experiments were
(1) dynamic deformation on the target
quential flash X-rays and (2) using o
shocK wave breakout and pressure data
conduc--&-i to measure
rear surface using se-
ptical lever techniques,
for fi%e hyper elocity
s Finite target impact with se •ieral hundreds
kilcbar pressure at the rear surface.
• above the ballistic limit of the tar get,	 !
(penetration tnraojh the target).
• Below the ballistic limit of the target
ono penetration through the target).
• Above t'he spallation limit of the target(complete detachment of a Portion of the
rear surface of the target).
• Below the spaliation limit of the target
---- ^-•^¢^^o h,!hb:ed and fractured below
the surface but no detachment from the
target) .
16	
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TABLE III
SUMMARY OF MICRO-%HERF, FIRIlr'3S
Combi-
nation
Lowest Velocity
wr th Penetration RoundNumber
Highest Velocity
without Penetration
^p
Round
Number
I 219100 48 No data	 ---
(sabot velocity) I
2 207600 52 111500	 57
I(sabot velocity) (sabot velocity)*
18,300
(sphere velocity)
3 19,400 49 187200	 59
l (sabot velocity) (sabot velocity)*
19 7 350 151000
! (sphere velocity) (sphere velocity)
4 211500 36 1	 No data	 ---
velocity)I (sabot
1	 141800
I
(aY;:ere elo%ity)
5 No data --- 227000	 27
(sabot velocity)*
6 2117 CO 45 r211300	 4..
(sabot velocity) (sabot velocity)	 I
20,500(sphere velocity) **
7 211900 42 197GOO	 29*;*
i (sab,.:)t velocity) (sabot velocity)
201950 i
1 (ball V^ivt=i^f;
f
^ Q
 I
Not verified by ;merge converter data.
* *
No penetration on target. However, craters on target
did not appear to be typical hypervelocity impacts (i.e.,
spheres may not have impacted on target).
***
".,und 29 was a 240-µ sphere against a 16-mil 2024T3
aluminum target.
4
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Aluminum 2024-T4 spherical projectiles (5/32-inn diam-
eter) were to be used against aluminum 2024-T3 targets. To
achieve the required impact conditions, the velocity was to
be held constant (within the limits of the u_-un) and the
targ--t thickness varied.
The experiments were set up so that both X-ray measure-
ments and optical 'Lever data would be obtained simultaneously.
' 1 . ^_+_r1 +*+cT^Q rnr_Yill[`tP_d are summarized in :able IV. Based
on a nominal velocity of 20,000 fps, target were selected to
meet the required impact condition, and ordered with one
side polished for the optical lever experiments. If, in the
course of the experiment, it was found that an improper tar-
get thickness was selected, corrections could be made by
machining off the unpolished surface to obtain the desired
impact condition.
Range and Launcher. - The hypervelccity range facility
and launcher, shown in Figure 7, were used for these ^--xperi-
ments. The launcher is an accelerated reser y-)ir-type light-
gas gun consisting of a Tar p- er chamber, a 20mm pump sec-
tion, a high-pressure section and a smooth-bore 22-caliber
launch tube. The range section has three basic romoonents
a blast tank, a range section, and a target chamber. he
blast tank serves to expand the gun gases follcwing the pro-
;ectile and provides space for aerodynamic separation of
sabot sections. The range section is equipped with regu-
larly spaced viewing stations at which the velocity detec-
tors and image converters are located.
The special Large
the target outside the
the range by using the
seal. This allows the
to be made on the back
range.
t chamber for these
range. The vacuum
target and O-rings
X-ray and optical-
face of the targec
experiments mounts
is maintained in
to provide the
Lever measurements
outsid of ti,c
Velocity Instrumentation. - A schematic diagram of the
velocity instrumentation is shown in Figure 8. The system
employed photon-ultiplier light detectors to determine the
time of arrival at the velocity stations. The luminous pro-
jectile triggers each of the PM detectors as it passes. The
time that it takes the projectile to travel the distance be-
tween the velocity stations is recorded both on dial-beam
oscilloscopes and chronographs.
'The photomultiplier (PM) detectar at station A is used
as a trigger source for oscilloscopes I and 2. Oscillo-
scope 1 monitors the image converter detectors at C and D, 	 {
from which the projectile time between the station is deter- 	 1
rruned. riscilloscope 2 monitors stations s and D to uiJLaiia
18
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TABLE IV
PPELIMINARY RESULTS FHASE II EXPEPIMENTS
X-RAY AND OF:ICAi. LLVER MLA5UREM4TS
Rouno
.:=..:Ga
Target
• :inch)
Velorit Crater or 1lol •
..^	 r	 r
11RrG1
_racer	 X-RAY
r"alk	 Gsca
!inrL)
uptlral
Iw« r
:Mtn
CvMMtNTS	
I
l 70.000 Not
`	
Nat
Covered ICoverec A 1tgranrr snot	 i
s Z1,o00 ! H1 ► 	 sncrkel
	 tine	 (I
3 .750 20.000 .610 :94 ;oon Poor - Adjusted target
	 Locatior.
T(	 ,	 Ser.sl target wl4ea .073-inch
tiva
4 20.000 Hit snorkel tube
S 75u ;-1.000 .63: .316 mood .00d Re&!jisted target	 location
rarget oulge^i
	 .023-incn
6 .600 i0.000 .601, .41)0 Pre- No Leta Partia l. 	- i.I i , poor opt icAl
Tr.ogerez^ a11gnnent
.500 21.100 .e20 .114 Goad Good Partial spall
8 .600 20.100 AM .?20 W10d No Data Partial spall, poor opt.cal
eltgn-ant
9 S00 "- 0.200 .54r Per. # rot A ,.;: .1 Nc Data cc.^ plet- spell
10 .500 ; 1.500 . 625 Penetcar. ,:ood ;ood CcaplPte spall
11 .371i 20.400 .480 Y«r-tr.rt. good Moog: Just penetrates+
.375 19.400 .i'5 Prr.,	 • :-.t ::'I- G(r Just penetrated
1er•.: late
.125 20.000 .49t Pcnetcat -K14-	 I '7ooG Penetrated113
-;eerer3	 lots
14 .12S 19,400 .500 Penetrated Pre- ;one Penetrated
-triggered
15 750 19.503 .600 .293 Pre- excellent target w lged .074-inchI
Triggered
6 .650
	 1 19.900 . 605 .310	 (:ocd ::o Data. Bulged	 (.2n)-lnct)
	 split
and crdCRO67	 sabera not
I
I
running: no Spal:
	 (spall
f ) :-Olt)
17 .650 20 , 000 . 311 ood ?lo Deta ,nlge-i	 (.19it- lr(-t1 	 split
3r,d cracked:
	 low i.ght
level:
	 no spall	 lspall
11n:t)
lb	 i .IRS 20,900 . 569 Pvnctrared Pre- Gooa PEr.ecrace^.
Triggered
19 .1d8 14,500 .55: Pee,etratsd • :n,G Not Penetrate3
Covered
.WYMS: Target material 2024 -T4 aluminum.
Projectile S/32 spheres - 20'.4-T3 aluminum.
R, and Nos. 2, S and 6 made from bar stock;
all ..the y targets made from rolled plate).
i
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Is
the flight time between these stations. Since oscilloscopes 1
and 2 are triggered from a common source, the time between
stations B and C can also be determined. The most accurate
time elapse measurement is obtained from the chronograph
which incorporates a precise timing generator which can be
read -irect'_y. The chronograph is started when the image
converter camera at station C is triggered and stopped when
the cr.mera at D is triggered.
Due to sensitivity and slight variations in signal from
tie g ibot the projectile as viewed on the Polaroid record
shows a small ;variation in position from station to station.
This slight variation, is corrected for each velocity calcu-
lated, and thus very accurate and verified data are obtained.
The other elapsed time measurements are used aF back-up to
the image converter camera setup. The velocity calculated
from back-up instrumentation was found to be within 5 pTr
cent of the verified velocity.
Targets. - The first three targets fired in this phase
were made from round bar stock, in which the grain runs nor-
mal to the target surface. Examination of the target for
Round 6 indicated that the failure was influenced by the di-
rection of the grain (Figure 9). in normal bumper materials
the grain runs parallel to the surface, since it was apparent
that the failure mode was influenced by the grain direction,
it was felt that the results would be more applicable with
targets having the grain running parallel to the surface.
Hence, all additional experiments used targets made from
rolled plate which does have the normal grain orientation.
Figure 9 shows typical target damage as a function of
target chickness and the effect of the grain. direction. The
impacted surface, a section through the impact, and the back
surf..— ,t the target is shown for each target. Figure 10
shows s p A of the eepth of penetration as a function of
target tlickness as determined in these experiments. Also
indicates .n this f4.gure are the zones for which penetration,
spall and no spall occur. Data from the bar stock targets
are includ• •_d nn this figure, which indicates that the effect
of grain direction is largest in the spallation zone, and
would no doubt affect its upper and lower limit.
X-ray Measuremw nts. - A four.-channel sequential flash
X-ray arrangement was %ised to bbtain data on the dynamic
deformation on the re::=.r surface of aluminum targets for vari-
ous impact conditions. A field emission model '730 flash X-ray
system was adapted to the target chamber shown schematically
in Figure 11. This arrangement was used to .Aain four se-
quential radiographs at the rear surface of "ie targets. A
trigger pulse at projectile impact was obtain... from a simple
22	 1
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Ifoil make-switch(Figure 7) . Ore
of aluminum foil
disk of paper.
switch and when
be shorted and a
units. A block
shown in Figure
mounted on the front surface of the target
.ride of the switch was a 1-mil-thick disk
insulated from the target by a 3-mil-thick
The target was the second side of the
the project=le impacted, the switch would
trigger pulse formed to trigger the X-ray
diagram of the X-ray instrumentation is
12.
The third oscilloscope was used to set up the X-ray
delay times and also monitored the delay tides during the
test. Results showed that the delays are accurate within
the nanosecond range. The fourth oscilloscope monitored
the output signal from the R.C. circuit of the make-box
and the output from the target :erector.
Although the foil switch circuit worked on every test
fired•, there was considerable scatter in the signal. The
variation was large enough to result in cases where (1) the
circuit would be pretrigcered and the X-rays did not show
3^G..—..,a:..	 th— ro>r C77T^Jr"G n- f}1A t-rinrior_ and
(2) late triggers which would occur after the event or
bubble growth : gas over. Pretriggering nay have resulted
from small debris from the sabot arrivirAg ahead of the
sphere on target. The delayed trigger must have rEsulted
from circuit malfunctions, but repeated manual tests of cir-
cuits show the function time of the circuit t, ,D be reproduc-
ible. Variation was less than + 1 .-sec.
The bubble height growth was measured from the sequen-
tial X-rays. Height on the X-ray film was measured directly
of" the film. A stepped core was radiographed (Figure 13)
to provide a means of calibrat_.ig both the height and diam-
eter of the bubble. A 0.75 calibration_ factor was used to
obtain the actual bubble hei ght. Copies of the X-rays are
s'houm in Figure 13. Table V lists the measurement of the
bubble size`-or which sequential X-ray Data were obtained.
The times listed in the table are the delay times set
on the X-rai n delay unit. These data are plotted on Figure 14
through 19 is solid li : yes .
As ment'oned, there was considerable scatter in the
function of tho trigger circuit, and no correction could be
determined trorr. the records. To compare the effect of tar-
get thickness on bubble growth, a common time base had t-3 be
established. This was done by ti.e following, method:
(1) The measured heights were plotted as a func-
tion of time (solid lines or. the curves).
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t(2) They were then extrapolated to a zero height.
(3) Then the time for the elastic wave velocity
to (6.2mmlti ;sec) travel through the target
was computed.
(4) It was then assumed that this time corre-
sponds to the first deformation on the back
surface of the target, or the tlme from
impact when the height as a function of time
was equal to zero.
^ s^(S) The extrapolated curve was then _ L^^ .^.c ^. z^
that the height equal to zero u^_"Zr=d at
this tirne. The correct curve was plotted
as a dashed line on Figures 14 through 19.
T'he results of the corrected curves for all target thick-
nesses are plotted on Figure 20. Although these curves were
generated by a relatively simple method of ^btainina a com-
mon time base_, the plots whos with amazing consistency the
effect of target thickness on bubble height growth.
The nun Die ciametei waz :-was.:=cd I n *_he same manner as
the 1+eight. For the shallow height ubDbles, it was very
difficult to determine the diameter accurately, because of
the shallow slope of the curve. The diameters as :measured
_orro-tFws Fcor naani.ic3tion are a1 so shown ir'. Table IV.
The res alts are plotted as a scmidashed iine on riy U es 1,
through 19, corrected to the common time base as previously
determined.
Optical-Lever  Experiments. -- The optical lever experiments
were Jesigned to meet three objectives:
(1) Obtain shock arrieral times, velocities, and
pressures at the rear surface of a finite
target within the pressure region from 100
to 300 kb.
(2) Obtain shock arrival times, velocities, and
 -	 fa=e of a finitepressures 	 .^^_ ..^_-_
target above and below the ballistic limit,
(3) Obtain shock arrival times, velocities, and
pressures ;_t the rear surface of a finite
target above and below t'le spallation limit.
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Experiments were designed with ccr. •traints that:
(1) The projectile impacting the target should
have a velocity within 20,000 to 23,000 feet
per second and attempts should be made to
maintain a constant velocity throughout the
series.
(2) The target and projectile must be of the
same material.
(3) The target and projectile must be amaterial
that exhibits a simple shock behavior.
Data from these experiments will sezve as a basis to compare
results from elaborate computer codes simulating the impact
process and subsequent shock decay.
Figure 21 illustrates the optical lever technique,* The
polished target is placed at the end of a hypervelocity range
and the light source grid is placed a fixed distance d from
the target. An objective lens is used to focus the grid onto
the slit plane. A second lens, internal to the camera, fo-
cuses Cie slit onto the film. Lines cif light passed by the
grid are cut into dots of light by the slit. These dots of
light are streaked across the film.
R	 r.v.c`s. Ip ¢T!► 1 ke S ThA +- Rr goat r(]C shoeK wa—, a La-
diates to the polished surface and is reflected. Because the
shock strikes the polished surface at an angle, the su:f ace
is turned. This turning angle depends upon the shock strength
as well as the emergence angle, and results in an optical
lever deflection on the film. Multistepped shock waves pro-
duce successive deflections as each step arrives at the pol-
ished surface. From the film record, shock velocity and par-
ticle velocity can be :treasured fog' each step. These values
are used with the Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions to compute
i	 shock strength, density, and energy.
I
Shock velocity is claculated as
U = Uapp sine.
The apparent velocity Uapp is measured as the local cotangent
of b. The emergence angle c is measured by knowing the in-
dividual line position on the polished surface relative to
impact and by assumi.ig a d;rect ray path between impact and
arrival at the line position.
V.G.Gregson,Jr. "Optical Lever Observation of Hypervelocity
Impact Shock Waves," Journal of Applied Physics, Vol. 38,
pp. 1798-1802, 1967.
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Particle velocity is calculated as
^	 rU = ! Uapp sin(a/4d J! / cos IC -	 idoll
wi;ere •^	 3 the deflection corrected for film demagnifica-
tion. The usual free-surface approximation is usd in
computing the particle velocity for the main shock and ramp
and is included in this relation.
The free-surface approxima ion _s aeries all y »Ged to
compute the amplitude of the elastic shock. This assumes
a fluid behavior of the material. The term "pressure" is
usually redefined as a "stress" which is normal to *he wave-
fi-ont. Errors in using this assumption for the elastic wave
may '_-^e as m+ich as 10% of the true stress amplitude. The
free-surface approximation has not been used t-, compute par-
ticle velocity and stress of the elastic shock for this ex-
rerimert. Instead an analysis is used which considers an
incident elastic sh,^ck refiecting at a free boundary as an-
other dilatational shock and a shear stress shock.
The energy of the incident compressional shock is pro-
,por* ; o-nod b--two
	
two r if lected shocks as a function of
the incidence angle. From energy considerations of any stock,
the total energy is partitioned equally between internal and
kinetic energy. For most elastic shocks, the stresses are
such that the slight temperature increase 1x-, iind the shock
front results in little of the available internal energy
lost to propagate the shock- Assuming no energy is lost,
the kinetic energy of an incident elastic shock can be pro-
portioned between the kinetic energy of the two reflected
shocks. The kinetic energy Df a unit volume for the inci-
dent shock is
1
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E = 1/2poui
where E is the kinetic energy, u l is the particle ve-
locity, and p 	 is the material density before the shock
arrival. The kinetic energy of a unit volume of the re-
flected shock is
E = 1/290(u2 +u3) 2
where u2 and u3 are particle velocities of the dilata-
tional and shear-stress shock respectively. If it is as-
sumed that errors in an ir.`initesmal-amplitude-elastic-wave
analysis, the reflected shock particle velocities can be ds-
scribed in terms of the incident particle velocity as
L2 = (A2/Al) 2 u 12
and
u3 = (B 2/Al ) 2	 ,) u l
 .
'	 A,/Al is the amplitude ratio of the reflected compressional
w ve to the incident compressional wave. S2/A1 is the ampli-
tude ratio of the reflected shear wave to the incident com-
pressional wave. Cp and Cg are velocities for the com-
1 ti -	 aves rc^^`rt; Vol Vpressional and	 i n^::aar ::^.....
(u 2 /Cp )- ly = tan (TT/2-e) ,app
a nd
L_
	 ^(	 2 2	 ^	 tan (u/2-f)^
- LUapv C E ) - 1J = 	 .
The angle e is the angle :.etween the free-surface and the
incident compressional gave. The angle f is the angle be-
(	 tween the free-surface and the reflected shear wave. The
amplitude ratios are
t	 A2 	
41LVIr - 
(,,r2 - l) 	 +(D2+	 )(~ 
2µ
IAl	 4µ0b + (,y2 _1)+a2(ti+ 24 )'
a nd
1	 45
B 2 _	 -4u®^^ ♦ m2 (& + z)
Al	 4u 2,,	 + (`b 2 - 1) n +,t 2 (ti + 2µ J
where & and µ are Lame' constants.
The optical lever deflection can be related to the par-
ticle velocity u l by extending the flow diagram of a hydro-
dynamic shock as shown in Figure 22. This extension will not
depend upon the usual approx:^mation that the free-surface ve-
locity is twice the particle velocity. Instead, the optical
lever deflection is equated to the surface rotations produced
by each of the three shocks
1/2 ad - 1 = 6  + b 2 + b31
.There b 1 , t 2 , and b 3 are the rotations associated with the
incident compressional shock, the reflected dilatational shock,
and the reflected shear stress shock respr.;tively.
From the geometry of Figure 22,
8 1 = tan-1 Iu 1 core/ (UapP ul sire)1 .
Th-^ surf----e rotation of the reflected compressional rarefac-
Lion is
r
2 = Lan -1 2` cos (e + b l )/LS 1 - u2 si.n (e +b1^^
where the streamline S 1 has a maqnitude
S 3 = C(Uapp -- ul sine)/cos611.
The surface rotation of the reflected shear stress rarefac-
tion is
1^ 3 =tan-1
I — u 3 cos (ir/2-f-b1-r2)
[
f ^S2-L3 sin (r/2-f-bl-b2)J
where the streamline S2 has a magnitude
S 2 =f FS 1 +U2 sin (e + b l ) j /cosh 2^
= LL	 -^
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and Reflected Elast-c Shocks
One additional technique was added to the experiments.
An optical fiber from the slit plane and viewing the target
impact surface recorded the impact flash on the same film
as the optical lever recc,rd - This permitted the total time
for shocks to travel through the target to be measured.
The measured experimental values obtained are listed in
-fables VI through XVI. Line numbers are -imply relative
numbers attached to the lines in the optical lever records.
More important is the line spacing shown on each table. ^.is-
tance traveled is the ray path distance from impact through
the target to a specific line number.
The first and second time arrivals of the elastic and
t	 train shock fronts are measured from the ti„ie of impact.
Several of the records had poor impact fidscials, thus show
time arrivals relative Lv Llit! pack t :rg2t surface cn-1 11 _
Particle velocity, shock velocity, and ,-lressure are
listed for each lire that could be measured. The shock ve-
locity of the peak ramp pressure and the main shock is taken
t	 to be the same value. The .distinction between the elastic
shock, ramp, and main shock is as follows.
I
	
B^	 Op^cal lever
'r ime —,
	 A- v— 	 i	
t particle
rotation related to
 velocity
Second shock arrivali	 I
First shock arrival
A - Elastic shock amplitude
B - Kamp amplitude
C - Main shock amplitude.1
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TABLE VI
EXPERIMENTAL VALUES ROUND 3 (IITRI 31)
Line :Number
First Arrival
+ 0.035
(	 rec)
1 5.03
2 ---
3 I	 4,41
5 3.88
6 3.74
7 3.58
8 3.38
9 3.24
10 3.16
11 I	 3.10
12 311-015
14
15
16 3.38
17 3.52
18 3.745
19 3.93
20 4,15
Line spacing 2.34min
off axis 5.5RJn
Taraet - 0.754". 2024--T4 bar stock
Projectile - 5/32" diam, 2024-113
20,000 ft/sec.
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Later plat- reverberations are listed for the c:x-
perim-ants that record such behavior. An estimate of the
reverberation amplitua•as indicate that they do not exceed
the dynansc yield amplitude of the material (-6.0 to 6.5 kb) .
For plates thin enough to be perforated., the origin of the
rever!3eration occurs at the lip of the perforation at both
th-e front and back slides of the plate. For plates thick
&::nougn to spall, the origic- of the reverberation is the
shock trapped within the spall.
II
Origin of
reverberation
Experiments for which no data were recorded or experi-
ments with extremely poor data recovery are not included in
the tabulations. or further discussed. Such failures ranged
from poor optical a:_gnment to premature projectile firing
before streak camera attained adequate recording speed. In
general, data rec-overy was quite good.
Figure 23 is a copy of the best optical lever record
taken in hypervelocity experiments (mound 15) and clearly
shows the impact flash fiducials together with the optical
lever deflections and later spall reverberations.
ja1 _b
Fi gure 23 Round 15 (IITRI 43) Photooraph Showing
Projectile Impact Flash (at Top and Bottom)
and Time for Shock "_ravel through Target
]also shown is the optical lever def]octions related to
the elastic shock, ramp, and main snook. Reverberations
in the spall follow the main shock. Time horizontal -
Imm = 0.567 µsec. Line spacing vertical - 1 space =
2. 3 R.Tu, .
-	 -b0
161-11640- 041MMWW-4^ -'
Figure 24 shows the arrival times of three target
thicknesses (Round 12, 14 1 and 15). Figure 25 is a pressure-
particle velocity plot of the data together with data 'by
Fowles.*
Three experiments (Round 13 (IITRI 41), Round 14(IITP T 42) , and Round 18 (IITRI 46) were designed to try
and measure pressures within the range of 100 to 300 kb.
These are thin targets and the arrival times of Round 14
(IITRI 42) are shown in Figure 24 to illustrate this group
of experiments. To obtain the desired pressures, optical
lever deflections would have to be observed very gear the
direct ray path through the target. This occurred or one
experiment Round 18(11TRI 46) , however, there weie rather
larger error limits attached to the apparent shock velocity,
thus reducing the accuracy of the data. The other two ex-
periments resulted in optical lever deflections a few mnilli-
meters to either side of the direct r-^^ This ?c^r^eT
travel time resulted in shock decay (which is quite rapid)
such that the recorded pressures of 40 to 80 kb were not
within the desired ran ge even though pressures of -300 kb
did occur along the direct ray path. These experiments
demonstrate the feasibility of using this technique within
the pressure region of several hundred kilobars. However,
any additional experiments should be perfoLited with a
streak camera capable oa faster writing rate so that a
more accurate measure of the apparent shock velocity is
obtained.
The oxperiments designed to obtain shock arrival times,
velocities, and pressures above and below the ballistic limit
were Round 11 (IITRI 39)- Round 12 iIITRI 40), Round 9(IITRI 37) , Round 10 (IITRI 38) , and Round 7 (IITP.I 35),9
Round 8 (IITRI 37), respectively. The arrival times of these
experiments are designated by Round 12 (IITRI 40) in
Figure 24. No deviation could be ;measured in the shock de-
cay as a function of travel nor in the pressure levels
or arrival times between penetration and no penetration.
Some difference might be detected if the analysis were ex-
tended to include a total time history of the pulse as it
decayed.
The experiments designed to ootair• shock arrival times,
velocities, and pressures above and below the spall limit were
Round 7 (IITRI 35), Round 8 (IITRI 36) 5 and Round 3 (IITRI 31),
Round 5 (IITRI 33) , Round 15 (IITRI 43) , respectively.
~. R. r :rte..:, `^.vit v,. 	 f WMV- ia^,^ii NA Ln-•	 -4-4 ^+ . - ;rte ^^	 £^
n_aled 2024- Aluminum, Journal of Applied physics, .ol. 32,
p. 1475-1487, 1%1.
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Rcund 16 ( IITRI 44) , and Round 17 ( IITRI 45) w e r e con-
sidered to be at the spall .limit. The arrival times of
these experiments are illustrated by Round 15 (IITP.I 43),
in Figure 24. No deviation cculd be measured in the shock
decay as a function of travel nor in the pressure levels
and arrival times between spall and no spall. Again some
difference Might be detected if the ;analysis  were extended
to include a total tines history of the pulse.
Round 3 (IITRI 31) and Round 5 (IITRI 33) were bar
stock while Round 17 (IITRI 45) was plate stock aluminum.
Differences in spall Caere detected between bar stock and
plate stock for thinner targets as well as differences in
bulge characteristics for these thicknesses. It was hoped
that this would be expressed in the pressure levels and
decays but none were detected. Some difference might be
apparent if a total time analysis were made. However,
some experiments should be repeated because the experiments
were keyed to the peak pressures resulting in less precise
measurements of the elastic wave. The repeated experiments
should concentrate on the elastic wave because smil l differ-	 l
ence between plate and bar stock should be evident in the
elastic wave pressures and decays.
Phase III Ionization Experiments
The main objective of this phase was to make a series
of experimental light-gas gun firings, designed to obtain
measurements of the bubble growth, ionization anc. radiation
resulting from the impact. The effort was divided into
three parts:
1. Establishment of Projectile Design
.`or Experiments
2. Bub^-'P Growth (Photographic and
Radiographic) Measurement
3. Ionization Measurement
A series of three experiments was covered with additional
instrumentation furnished by NASA. In particular, sequen-
tial self-illuminated pictures of impact bubbles, using
NASA's TRW image-converter framing camera, were sought.
Before beginning on the experimental firings, a
special high-vacuum chamber and instrumentation had to be
fabricated. This task was undertaken early in the program
and accomplished concurrently with the Phase I and II ex-
periments. The high-vacuum chamber was designed, fabri-
cated and checked out before the comple :ion of the Phase 11
	 `
I
experiments. Special instrumentation for the charge
measurement was also designed early in the program. Circuits
j were assembled, checked out, and calibrated prior to any
experimental firings.
It was originally s ,iggested that the high-vacuum
chamber be sealed from the range vacuum by a thin Mylar
diaphragm. The projectile would penetrate the diaphragm,
then impact on a target within the high-vacuum chamber. The
measurements were to be made on the ejecta from the impact
side of the target. However, the program was revised to
eliminat the Mylar diaphragm. Instead a thin target was
usel to provide the required seal between the high-vacuum
sec--ion and range. The measurements were :Wade on the bubble
growth on the backface of the target. This change required
minor revisions in the ,method of retaining the target. These
changes were made with no difficulty and aided in obtaining
better data. It assured that no projectile break-up would
occur from hitting the Mylar diaphragm, an6 that contaminated
particles from the Mylar would not enter into the ioniza-
tion of spectro :measurements.
1
	
	 The hypervelocity range facility and launcher used for
these experiments are shown schematically in Figure 26. The
4	 launcher is an accelerated reservoir-type light-gas gun con-
sisting of a propellant chamber a 20mm pump section, a
high-pressure section, and a 22-caliber launch tube. Although
smooth bore and rifled launch tubes were employed in the
initial experiments, the ,majority and meaningful experiments
were made with the rifled launch tube. The range section
has three basic components: the blast tank, a range section,
and the special high-vacuum target chamber. The blast tank
serves to expand the gun gases following the projectile.
The range section is equipped with regularly spaced viewing
stations at which are located the velocity detectors and
image converter cameras. The special target chamber is
sealed from the range by the target, has its own vacuum sys-
tem and is provided with four ports for instrumentation.
A schematic for the velocity instrumentation is shown
in Figure 27. The system employs photomultiplier light
detectors to determine times of arrival at the velocity
stations. Luminousi.ty from the projectile causes a current
flow in the FM detectors reaching a peak directly under the
detector. Tinge between stations is measured from peak to
peak of the respective stations from the record of the
oscilloscope.
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The photomultiplier detector at station A is used as a
trigger source on oscilloscopes 1 and 2 and also triggers
E	 one channel on oscilloscope 3. Oscilloscope 1 monitors theimage converter at C and D front which projectile time be-
tweer. the stations is determined. Oscilloscope 2 monitors
stations B and D to obtain flight time between these sta-
tions. The photomultiplier at location E is triggered by
means of a fiber op*:_- light Sipe. It monitors the pro-
jectile 6 in. ahead of target. Output from this PM records
on oscilloscope 3. One channel is triggered by the PM at
A and the other by the image converter camera trigger pulse.
The primary purpose of the E target PM is to provide a
trigger for the target .measurement instrumentation, but it
is ;monitored  also to provide back-up velocity measurements
of the projectile. Since the scope. have a common trigger
(A) then flight time between any of the stations can be
determined.
^-
	
	 The most accurate time-lapse measurements are obtained
from the chronograph that incorporates a precise timing
generator that can be read directly. The chronograph is
started when the 'i mage converter camera at C is triggered
and stopped when camera at D is triggered. Bacanse of the
sensitivity and sl i ght variation in signal from the pro-
jectile, the Polaroid record from the image conv erter shows
E
a small variation in position from station to station. Cor-
rection for the slight variation in distance is made and,
using the accurate time from the chronograph is used to
calculate the projectile velocity. The other elapse time
measurements are used as back-up to the image converter
camera setup for the occasions when some of the image con-
verter data are cussed. The velocity calculated from the
`	 back-up instrumentation has been found to be within S per-
cent of the verified velocity.
A special target chamber was designed to meet the
vacuum requirements for Phase III. An existing 2-ft-long
piece of range section was modified for this design. The
target chamber and its own vacuum .system are shown in Figure
28. There are three basic elements to the system; a target
chamber, a vacuum pump system, and target mounting assembly.
The chamber is 1-ft ID by 2-ft long and contains four 4-in,
ports for instrumentation, spaced 90 deyreea apart at the
center or the section. To minimize the outgassing problem
during pump-down, the chamber was nickel-plated.
The vacuum pump system was a very simple and practical
design, consisting of a mechanical pump, a diffusion pump,
a vacuum valve and a flange with baffle as--embly for mounting
r	 onto the target chamber. The entire unit is mounted on
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1
casters to facilitate movement and permit clear access for
inserting the target-mounting assembly. A pump-down time
of approximately 12 hours was required to obtain a vacuum
in the chamber of 2.5 to 4.0 x 10- 5 torr. A longer pump-
'	 down time over a weekend resulted in lowering the pressure
to 3.5 x 10-6
 torr. All of the test data were in the 2.5
to 4.0 x 19- 5 torr range.
The target ,mounting assembly is shown in Fi gure 29.
It is atounted to a 1/2-in. thick aluminum bulkhead between
the range and test chatrter. The mounting design permits
the assembly to line up with the flight path of the pro-
jectile. It has bees. found ; in bore sighting,that the on-
aim point for any launch tube is not necessarily the impact
point. Further it has been €ounce that the impact point will
remain constant if the relative location of the launu t»he
is held constant from shot to shot. It is possible to
adjust the location of the launch tube to hit a particular
aim point, but it has been found to be more practical to
locate the target at the impact point,.
The target mounting assembly also contains a viewing
port 6 in. ahead of the target. The vieu ring port is moni-
tored by a pnotomultiplier tube via a fiber optic light
pipe„ The radiated light from the projectile provides a
signature via the PM tube to trigger the instrumentation
for monitoring the impact phenomena. By adjusting the
aperature, a trigger si gnal with response time of several
microseconds was obtained, and remained constant front shot
to shot.
Approximately 3 in. ahead of the target is located
the torpid coil assembly to measure the charge on the pro-
jectile before impact. The grid for the charge collection
measurement also is monito_-ed on the target assembly. It
is designed to employ either a cylindrical grid as shown.
in Figure 29 or a flat-plate grid parallel to the t^^get
plate.
The target plate was insulated by m%un_ting the target
on lucite rings. The O-ring between the target and iucite
mounting ring maintains the pressure differential between
the high-vacuum chamber and the range.
To facilitate the assembly operation when replacing
the target, charge ccllection grid, and other components
that may be damaged during the test firings, the entire
mounting assembly was removed from the chamber., Ejcac. re-
location of the assembly was obtained by piloting on the
aluminum tube at the forward end of the assembly.
AP
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Projectile Design for Experiments. - The objective of this
series of experiments was to establish a projectile con-
figuration that would reliarly impact a flat-disk type pro-
jectile normal to the target. Verification of attitude of
the projectile was obtained from the image converters used
to verify the velocity at stations C and D.
Since is was desired to obtain a high-velocity impact,
the first test was made with a small projectile. A 0.050-
in. diameter, 0.020-in. thick 1100 aluminum projectile was
sabot-launched from a rifled 22-caliber launch tube. The
image converter pictures showed the projectile to be un-
stable. A series of test shots from a .22-caliber rifled
z .. >. 61-u-1— ;.h full }...^o r^ ^`^ i' =s n 2?n in m, n 1n,3
in.made from both 110 and 2024T4 aluminum were performed.
These projectiles were deformed during launch and proved to
be unstable. An attempt was made to reduce the damage to
the projectile by employing a polyethylene disk behind the
aluminum projectile. This proved to be futile also. Pre-
vious firings had been made wit's a full bore projectile
from a smooth bore launch tube and they were also unstable,
so they were not repeated in these tests.
A stable launch of a disk-type projectile was obtained
on the eighth round in the tests. A 3/16-in. diameter, 3/32-
in. thick 2024T4 projectile was sabot-launched from the
rifled tube and was ctable and provided a normal impact at
the target. By increasing the projectile size acid maintain-
ing the same L/D ratio, the stability f .Actor increases. In
essence less spin is required to maintain stability for the
larger projectile.
Using the same configuration with 1100 aluminum, the-
projectile was launched without deformation. Therefore, it
was possible to conduct the experiment as NASA desired with
flat imracting 1100 aluminum projectiles on 1100 aluminum
targets.
In this series of tests a velocity instrumentation
problem occurrad. The normal sabot separation is between 2
to 3 in. on the diameter at the target end of the range.
However, the added centrifugal force resulting from the
rifled gun tube increased the separation pattern.. This
resulted in the sabot impactir:g baffle plates located at the
velocity stations along the range. The impact flash from
the impact was pre-triggering the PM's located at the
velocity stations. Placing a :.abot catcher plate and snorkel
assembly jest ahead of the B velocity station eliminated
this problem. This required an additional alingment shit to
be made beiore proceeding with Parts 2 and 3 of this phase.
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Bubble Growth (Photographic and Radiographic1. - The ob-
jective of this p&rt of the experiment was to obtain
sequential radiographs and photographs of the bubble growth
resulting from flat impacts of the disk-type projectile on
the thin aluminum targets. The projectiles used in this
test were 0 „ 168-in. diameter by 0.094-in. thick made from
1100 aluminum. The
	 velocity was held constant within
the limits of the launcher and projectile configuration be-
tween 23.000 and 21,000 fps. Aluminum 1100 targets were
employed in these tests, with target thickness of 0.0A2 and
0.125 in. The impact resulted in holes for both target
thicknesses with the flattened roiled-over lips on both sides
of the target, The diameter of the hole remained constant
{	 for each target thic'ness, 1/2 in. diameter for the 0.0a2
{	 in. and 5/6 in. diameter for the 0.125 in. target.
r	 Three sets of sequential flash ]-rays for the bubble
it	 growth for the 0 . 125-inch-thick target were obtained. ;.+o
were at normal. impacts and the third was an unstable pro-
jectile impacting with considerable yaw. The effect of the
!	
yaw for round 15 is apparent in the radiographs of the bubble
!	 growth ( Figure 30).
The impact on the 0.125-in. target shows an elongated
two-stage-type bubble:, as shown for rounds 13 and 14 in
Figures 31 and 32. The leading edge of the bubble consist
of very- fine low density particle sizes and cannot be re-
solved on the radiographs. The entire radiographs obtained
in these three tests were of very low contrast. The photo-
graphic section intensified the records and improved the
contrast, but still the complete bubble, in particular its
leading edge, could not be defined.
The base portion of the bubble is clearly seen in -the
records, and also the base portion of the second stage of
the bubble can be defined. Using the defined portion of
the bubble as a guide, the remainder of the bubble is esti -
mated 'Lly the dotted lines shown in Figures 31 anti 32.
Figure 33 shows the bubble growth history reduced from these
records where the height of the bubble is based on the est4-
mated shape It should be observed that the estimated hei^;bt
closely matches the data obtained from the 0;.062-in. target
(Figure 34).
Two rounds with flash X-ray coverage were fired against
0.062- in. targets. For these tests, Vie cassettes were
moved in closer to the target. The bubblE can clearly be
seen in the early stages but, as it expands, and the par-
ticle density decreases it became difficult to resolve. It
is faintly visible at S ` sec and it appears to be reaching
-
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a resolution limit beyond this point. Rounds 27 and 28
were fired at the 0.062-in.-thick target, with X-ray
coverage. On Round 27, irr.9gular triggering of the X-ray
unit occurred and only one good radiograph (at 6 k sec delay)
resulted. Readjustment of the sensitivity on the X-ray de-
lay units corrected the irregular triggering and on round
28 four good radiographs of the bubble were obtained. The
a—equent' '. radi._Ca-=n..h a fnr hnth Tr,11hdA.....^	 -...	 ._...r, _ 	 shown in F-i gure
35. The resulting bubble on the 0.062-in.-thick target has
the more normal symmetrical bubble associated with hyper-
velocity impacts, and does not indicate any sign of the
two-stage bubble seen on the 0.125-in.-thick target. The
data from the sequential X-rays axe shown. on Figure 34 along
with estimate' height of bubble obtained from the 0.125-in.
target. based on the comparison with the estimated data,
the forward expansion of the bubble appears to be equal for
bot:i target thickness, :owever, the radial expansion for
the 0.062-in.-thick target is higher.
The single-frame image-converter camera uses: to verify
projectile velocity was incorporated to obtain comparative
bubble growth data. To expedite the firings, the initial
experiments were conducted with the target located at the
second velocity station. A series of firings was necessary
to obtain a sequential bubble-growth history for this setup.
At this time, the number of experiments to be conaucted was
limited, and data on ionization and flash measurements were
also desired. Therefore, a compromise had to be made and
the number of experiments in this area was minimized_
The image converter camera is normally triggered by
the PM located at the station. It was set up for these ex-
periments to be triggered on the impact flash from the front
face of the target. Data obtained were insufficient to
deteratine the accuracy of this trigger source. In the first
test, round l6, the event was backlighted and a good record
of the bubble was obtained. This was with a 0.18-in.-
diameter, 0.0+4-in.-thick disk-type projectile on a 0.125-in.-
thick target. A delay time of 6 i sec showed a bubble witb
the two-stage shape that was observed with the flash X-rays,
as shown in Figure 36. The size of the bubble from the image
converter photograph and the X-ray data closely agrees, and
is shown on the growth curves in Figure 34. This indicates
a satisfactory triggering method.
In the next test, round 17, the light source was
eliminated in an attempt to photograph the event by the
illumination produced by the impact flash. A maximum ex-
posure time was set for this experiment. With the same
delay (6 E sec) as used in the previous test, the camera
failed to record anything on the screen. The record indi-
cated that the camera functioned at the proper time. Since
79
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the event was not recorded, it was assumed that insufficient
f	 light was given by the flash tc register on the image con-
verter unit. However, when checking out the unit after this
test, it was found that the voltage supply for the image
converter unit was defective and may have been so on the
test. Thus, it is possible that the failure to obtain a
record may be the result of the image converter unit
malf unction.
In this firing sequence, a hardware failure in the high-
pressure section of the launcher occurred. This resulted in
damage to the entrance of the rifled launch tube, and re-
quired rework. In realigning the launcher tube, the Flight
path was lowered. As a result of the low flight path only
the upper portion of the bubble was obtained for round 25,
which is shown in Figure 36. The delay time for this test
against the 0.062-in.-thick target was again set at 6 isec.
Although the actual size cannot be determined from this
photograph, it is apparent that the bubble is larger than
that obtained for round 16 with the same time delay. Round
26 was a repeat of this test with the muzzle of the launch
tube shim,i.-3 up to raise the flight path of the projectile.
The catcher plate assembl y was also shimmed to compensate
for the higher flight path. However, the projectile nicked
the entrance of the snorkel tube and the projectile broke
up. Small pieces of the projectile were shown, impacting on
the target. No additional image converter tests were made
with Lhe camera located at the second image converter station.
The image converter was relocated at the viewing port
of the vacuum chamber. Two additional attempts at self-
illumination explosures were made. Round 29 was deflected
and did not hit the target. On round 30, the records in-
dicate a good tri gger and no malfunction of the image con-
verter unit, however, no photo of the bubble was obtained.
NASA furnished a TRW image -converter framing camera
(three fraT* s) for additional monitoring of bubble growth.
The camera was brought in, set up, and operated by Mr. R.
Naumann. The tests with this unit were primarily t^ check
out the equipment evaluate its use for future tests in this
application. Only three experiments were made with the TRW
camera located at the viewing port in the high-vacuum
chamber. All tests were with a 0.18-in.-diameter, 0.094-in.-
thick projectile and a 0.062-in.-thick target.
a
8'
Round 16 0.125-in. Target 6-.µ,sec Delay	 I
Round 25 0.062-in. Target 6- E sec Delay
Figure 36 Back-Lighted Image Converter Photegraphe
of Bubbles Dade with 0.188-in.-Dim-p—b-tery
0.094-in.-Thick 1100 Al rro;e*:tile
on 1100 Al TargCts
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on the first test (round 22) with this unit, the camera
was triggered by a built-in light detector using fibe- op-
tics. The pict--,re from the car.iera shows considerabl -- light
in the test chamber for all three frames. It appears that
i	 the light detector failed to trigger on the initial flash
!i	 from the projectile impact but triggered on the secondary
flash when the bu:,ble particles impacted on the nickel charge-
collection grid located 2 in. behind the target, thus the
bubble cannot be lefined in the Polaroid record, Figure 37.
An external light detector was employed in the following
test wi th the MW ca: era, using fiber optics to view the back
face of the target. A qood trigger pulse was recorded for
round 23 and only one pima u:ce bubble was obtained, on the
last frame of the record (Figure 37). The actual time be-
tween impact and explosure cannot be determined from the
records. From the data that are available it is estimated
that impact on the target occurs at 24 sec after passi.nq
the trigger detector, located 6 in. ahea^ of the target. The
records show that the camera was triggered at 27, 29 and
34 µsec after passing the trigger detector station. Then
the exposure times after impact would be 3, 4, and 9 .sec.
The measured bubble height is 1-3/4 in. and the :maximum
diameter is 1-1/8 in. These points are plotted on Figure 34
and correspond relatively close to the X-ray data for the
same impact conditions. There does not appear to be any
logical reason why the bubble does not appear on the two
missing frames at this time.
In the last test with the TRW camera, a make-switch was
used to trigger the camera. The switch was mounted on the
impact side of the target and employed the same circuit used
with the X-ray instrumentation which had worked reliably.
The records showed that the make-switch triggered 23 j,sec
after the projectile passed the trigger Station ahead of the
target, indicating a good trigger. The TRW camera pre-
triggered, however, and no picture of the bubble was .,btained.
hypervelocity Impact Fl ash Observations. - The optical ob-
servations of the impact flash were viewed through 1/4-in.-
thick fused silica wirJows (Corning "Opticai Grade" No. 7940
fused silica). These windows transmit throughout the visible
and ultraviolet wavelength region with a cutoff at about
2006 A. Three windows were mc,:nted in ports around the
experimental chamber at a radial distance of 9 1/2 inches
from the projectile axis.
The optical :measurements utilized two types of instr%;-
meats. One of these was a multiplier phototube k`CA type
1p 28) that viewed the impact area behind the target through
a 1-in. -diameter aperature placed 4-1/4 in. in front of the
— _ 83
Round 22 Results with Late Trigger
Round 23 Estimated Time after Impact
9 µsec; No Record for First and Second
Frames
Figure 37 TRW Framing Camera Results
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photocathode. A protective light shutter was in front of
the aperature. The shutter was opened immediately prior to
the shot. The field of view (Figure 38) of this device at
the target axis was about 1-1/2 in. in diameter. The
multiplier phototube has an X-5 spectral response (sensi-
tive between about 2400 to 6200 A), that defines its
measurements as "broad band luminosity."
The other instrument measures four separate spectral
channels simultaneously. A medium quartz prism spectrograph
Hilger Model E498 with a wavelength range of 2000 to 10,000
A was used as the dispersive element and four multiplier
phototube riere placed at the carnei -• plane of the spectro-
graph. Slits for each phototube were set at the desired
wavelength and the spectral bandpass was obtained by ad-
justing the slit widths. The spectrograph was positioned
such that it viewed an area of -1-in. by 1-1/2 in. about the
target axis.
The outputs of all multiplier phototubes used were
col:pled directly from their amides to cathode followers and
then to fast, high-sensitivity oscilloscope preamplifiers.
The rise time of the system was of the order of 10-8 second,
which was sufficient for time-resolved studies of the impact
f	 flash. All data were recorded by oscilloscope cameras.
Neither of the optical instruments was calibrated for ab-
solute luminosity. The major effort in the preliminary
C
measurements has been to establish the observable signal
levels and operating parameters.
The broad-band .luminosity instrumeut was used on. rounds
20 7 21 7 221) 23; 24, 29 and 30 in the Phase III tests. A
summar7 of the results of these rounds is given in Table
XV1I. Data were obtained for rounds 24 and 30 and are pre-
sented in Fielre 39. The zero of the time ease in the figure
is at 25 i sec after the trigger pulse from the light pipe
PM trigger. The intensity ordinate is in arbitrary units
for each curve. One major difference in the experimental
setup for these two rounds is that the charge collection
instrumentation was not in the target chamber on round 24.
The four-channel spectral detector was used only on
round 30. Ir_ this experiment the wavelength bandpass of
'	 each channel was set at 100 A and the midpoints of the four
channels w.re set at 3090. 3950, 4500, and 5900 A. These
bands were chosen to detect aluminum and sodium lane emissions
and a point of the continuum radiation specifically. One of
85
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SUMMARY OF BROAD IhAND LUMINOSITY RESULTS
Round	 Results
20	 I	 Sensitivity set too high, signals off scale.
21	 Oscilloscope triggered late, no date.
22	 Protective shutter failed to open, no data.
s
23	 Data obtained, usable for establishing
signal levels.
24	 Good data obtained.
29	 Projectile did not hit target, no data.
sU	 I Good data obtained.
i
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the bans also includes several strong lines of the nickel
emission spectrum. The characteristics of each channel are
Channel	 Wavelength Band	 Emission Detectable
1	 3040 to 3140 A	 Aluminum, Nickel
2	 3900 to 4000 A	 Aluminum
3	 4450 to 4550 A	 Continuum
4	 5850 to 5950 A	 Sodiam, and/or
Continuum
The results from this experiment are shown in Figure 40.
The zero on the time bast,: is again set at 25 E sec after the
trigger pulse. Each curve is in arbitrary intensity units
at this time, however, the experimental settin gs can be re-
produced for future calibration.. Some data were not re-
corded because signal levels were higher than expected.
There are gross differences in the broad band luminosity
data between_ rounds 24 and 30, especially in the time region
up to -10 :sec in which it is expected that the primary
impact flash event would have occurred. We have no definitive
explanation for this difference in experimental set up be-
tween these two rounds; i.e., the charge collection instru-
mentation, was not present in the target chamber during round
24. It is possible that the detector :nay have been out-.-f-
line for round 30 and had its field of view obstructed by
the charge collection apparatus, or that the charge collection
apparatus does have some major et ect upon the luminosity
in the region between the impact target and the collection
rig. Further experiments, both with and without the charge
collection apparatus in place, will have to be performed to
resolve these differences.
Regardless of the differences in the luminosity a, a
fund_ion of time curves between these two experiments, it
is obvious that there is an appreciable light signal for
long times after impact and that there are various maxima
and minima in the luminosity-time history (none of the data
has },gin taken for a time base long enough to determine the
decay or extinction of the luminosity).
All channels of the spectral detector (Figure 40) ex-
hibited maxima between zero and 5 ;sec. However, the peak
luminosity in each case was not reached until a time beyond
10c. Since the data are incomplete, Decause or Lne
higher-than-expected signal levels, it is not possible to
Oda the individual signals from Figure 4C to see if the sum
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:,uld agree with that obtained from the broad band luminosity
measurement. It is noted that the sicnal for the 3090-A
channel does not seem to follow the same time behavior as the
3950-A channel. If these two channels were seeing only the
aluminum excitation radiation, one would expect them to have
similar curves. The 3090-A channel will also detect nickel
radiation from the charge collector cylinder. This should
enhance the signal at later times, whereas it is seen that
the relative intensity of the signal decreases z.,t the longer
times with respect to the 3950-A channel. On th, ether hand,
if the 3950-A channel band pass settings were slightly off
so as to include some of the CN (0,0) band starting at 3583
A, which is often a strong impurity, this would distort the
meaning of the relative intensities. In future experiments,
this channel will be narrowed in bandpass to exclude such a
possibility.
In these experiments there are three conceivable sources
of luminous emission in the target chamber: (1) the primary
impact flash due to ttie projectile impinging on the target:(2) secondary impact. flashes due to target ej ecta impinging
!	 on the ch ar,^e collection apparatus and/or the chamber walls;
and (3) luminous gases passing through the impact hole in
the target from the -ront side, i.e., from the higher pres-
surevolume of the range. One would expect the time sequence
.•.f t .^%ocp thran ci i rroc *r% }v- in 	 nra !r of their enumera-
tion. Immp^act flashes observed on the i nc i dent side of thick
targets l I Z are rather simple pulse-like flashes with a total
time duration of -10 ;sec. While the experimental conditions
reported herein are appreciably different from those of the
references (observations are made on the back side of thin
targets), one would not expect the total time duration of
primary impact :`lash to be greatly different. It is sug-
aested then that tide luminosity observed at the longer times
(20 to 40 or more E sec) is due to sources other than the
primary impact.
It is obvious that further experiments are needed to
correlate time and spectral data for the analysis of the
observed luminosity. With such measureinents, the color
te,.mperature and spectral line excitation temperature may be
1. R.W. MacCormack, "Investigation of Impact Flash at Low
Ambient Pressures," VI Hyperveloc=ity  Impact Symposium,
Vol. II, Part 2 (1963).
2. F.D. Rosen and C.N. Scully, "Impact. Flash Investigation,
'	 to 15.4 km/sec," VII Hypervelocity Impact Symposium,
Vol. VI (1965).
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The preliminary observations of the lum±nosity at the
back sie.e of thin aluminum targets impacted with hyper-
	 1
velocity aluminum projectiles show a very complicated
luminosity history extending for times greater than 40 Esec.
Thi: o?", ;eLv ation was true bath for broad spectral band de-
tection and for a series of four concurrent narrow band
(100A) detectors. It is suggested that the observed lumincs-ty
is due to more than the primary impact flash alone.
Further experiments are recommendea utilizing both the
broad band spectral detector and the four-channel spectrum
analyzer to determine the spectra! time history of the ob-
served emission. It is also recommended that image data bo
obtained on the luminous source at various times_ These
experiments should be performed both with and without the
charge collection apparatus in place in the experimental
chamber.
Charge Collection. - Previous qualitative observations have
indicated that electrically charged particles are emitted
from the site of a hypervelocity impact. The ions and elec-
trons thus produced can be collected by means of an elec-
trical grid system. The quantity of charge emitted depends
upon the initial particle velocity and mass, and upon the
charactei isti.cs of .`h` part i crle and target materials. This
report ,-describes measurements conducted using a 22,OCu
fps alumintun projectile impacting upon a thin aluminum tar-
get. An initial set of measurements of the charge accum-fated
on the projectile prior to impact and of the charge released
as a result of the impact was made.
	
The two most obvious methods for detecting the charge 	 4
on the projectile prior to react are the capacitive and
magnetic techniques. In the former, an induced voltage on,
say, a small cylinder through which the charge projectile 	 t
passes would be used to determine the charge magnitude. A
likely difficulty here is that the capacitance changes be- 	 -
cause cf the presence of the metallic projectile as it is
passing through the cylinder, so that a unique determination
of charge is not easily obtained. Because of this short-
coming, it was aCuidcm! 	 rr=C°°A initially using the mag-
netic technique. In this case, use is made of the fact tnat
a projectile carrying a charge Q and moving wf.*:;i a velocity
v results in a current I. Thus, if a charge =? ,crjectile with
a known velocity passes through a coil, a cutrf>.^ is induced
in the winding which is proportional to the projectile
charge.
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For our application, a torrid geometry was used with
250 turns of #32 wi.re wound on a 1/4-in.-OD, 3/4-=n.--ID
core having a width of 0.38 in. A charge-sensitive
amplifier was used to detect the charging of a capacitor by
means of the current induced in the coil windings (the
amplifier sensitivity, as given by the manufacturer, is
0.21 ;volt per electron). In addition to this instrument,
a pulse-shaping amplifier, which provided additional gain
for the overall syst_ern,was used. Calibration was performed
using the scheme illustrated in Figure 41. The pulse
generator, used to simulate the current pulse of the moving
projectile, provided a 1-4sec-wide signal to the wire
running through the detector coil. The resistor Rl was
used to vary the current within the desired range; this
current was measured by monitoring the voltage drop across
R2. The emf generated in the detection coil due to the
changing magnetic field associated with the Current pulse
was simultaneously measured with the charge-sensitive
amplifier by determining the charge on capacitor Cl (Fig-
ure 41). Table XVIII shows the output voltages obtained
for the range of currents chosen. These currents correspond
to projectile charges of from 1.25 x 10- 15 to 6 x 10-13
coulo,,b based upon estimated hypervelocity range velocities
^„_d t>_,_o n,; 1 d;^fe-,Aic^ns_ That is. if x is the coil width.
v the projectile velocity, and Q the projectile charge,
the current i is given by
i = a =t - (x v)
This expression is not precisely accurate since x is really
a mean magnetic field interaction distance and not exactly
the physical coil dimension.
Figure 42 illustrates the scheme for calibrating the
system used in deterru ning the charge released by the
impact. -rhe Ortec pulser and capacitor simulate th_! charge
production of the event as seen by a collector grid in the
region of the impact. The pulser has a precision voltage
aa. ; dcr 
-tea	 o^ rv-.^a_ rnl f. r at^rnrAtP amr. - if ior  nA1 ibra-
tion -^By adjusting the pulser output, the magnitude of the
capacitor charge was made to cover the range 5 x 10- 14 to
1.35 x 10- 12 coulomb. This range was selected en the basis
of previous related work as that which would likely include
the charge magnitude produced by our thin-target impacts.
Figure 43 gives the amplifier output as a function of
charge collected on the simulated grid.
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TABLE XVIII
PROJECTILE CHARGE COIL CALIBRATION DATA
Voltage Across
R2
	(mvolts)
Current in
R2 (Amp)
Output of TC.
200 Amplifier
(Volts)
Effective Pro-
jectile Charge
(Coulomb)
0.25 1.25 x 10 -9 0.02 1.25 x 10-15
0.50 2.5 x 10 -9 0.04 2.5 x ).0-15
1 0.5 x 10
-8
n_n6 S_n „ In-15
2 1.0 x 10
-8
0.15 1.0 x 10-14
4 2.0 x 1G
-8
0.30 2.0 x 10-14
10 5.0 x 10 -8 0.30 6 x 10-14
20 1.0 x 10 -7 1.5 l x 10-13
30 1.5 x 10 -7 2.5 1.5 x 10-13
40 2.0 x 10 -7 3.5 2.0 x 10-13
501.5 x 10 -7 4.2 2.5 x 10-13
60 3.0 x 10 -7 5.0 3.0 x 10 13
100 5.0 x 10 -7 7.5 5 x 10	 3
140 7.0 x 10 -7 10.0 6 x 10 1}
I^ 	 1
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	ORTEC Pulser
	 !	 I	 ORTEC
	
Calibration	 I_	 Preamplifier	 j
Source	 r	 Model 105?
5 pf	 I
Model 105)2 Sensitivity (0.21 µv/electron)
Figure 42 impact Charge Collection Calibration Scheme
A vacuum chamber designed for pressures down to 10-6
torr was fabricated for the charge collection and radiation
measurements. The chamber was attached to the end of the
hypervelocity range with the aluminum target at the end of
a re-entrant tube (Figure 44). This assembly maintained
the pressure differential between the range and the target
chamber. The target chamber pressure began to rise
immediately upon impact and destruction of the target, but
the transit time of the electrons (frorti target to collector)
is much shorter than the characteristic pressure rise time
due to expansion of the gas from the range into the chamber.
Also shown in Figure 44 is t" fiber o ptic cable which
permits the photomultirlier detection of the projectile.
The signal thus obtained is routed through a time-delay net-
work and used to sequentially trigger the two oscilloscopes
that record the projectile charge and impact charge signals.
Figure 45 snows the components of the recordina system and
-.heir relation to the sensing elements in the vacuum
chamber.
Five impacts were obser-ved with partial or complete
instrumenta.-'on. It should be noted that at the outset of
these experiments there existed practically no basis for
deciding upon instrumental gain and sensitivity settings.
IJ
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Thus, we rather arbitrarily selected values for the first
riring, and improved these as data were obtained.
An oscilloscope trace of the first particle charge
experiment is shown in Figure 46. Both top and bottom
traces indicate that the signal begins some 18 to 19 µsec
after the primary PM tube trigger, a figure in agreement
with the anticipated projectile velocity. Though the si.g-
nal went off-scale, an extrapolation of the lower trace
indicates the projectile had a charge of -9 x 10- 14 coulomb.
The second and third experiments failed to produce any
results, the former because a modification in the fiber
optic aperture resulted in a trigger failure, and the latter
due to what appeared to be an excessive amount of induced
noise. Data could not be evaluated in either case. The
charge of nearly 7 x 10-13-coulomb.
The first of the five experiments, in which a 1/8-in.
target was used, indicated a char ge of 5.3 x 10- 13 cuuloml,
was produced by the impact (Figure 47). This charge was
collected using a 2-in.-diameter flat disk grid biased at
100 volts. Subsequen t_ experiments were eitr4i not instru-
mented for impact collection or resulteQ in signals which
were of=-scale at the detector.
It was found that an electrical charge is appazently
produced by high speed (--2 x 10 4 fps) aluminum projectiles
impacting on thin aluminum targets. To make the best pos-
sible quantitative measurements, a coil was used to deter-
mine the charge cn the projectile prior to impact and a set
of cie%trlCaiiy badScv \.V1aGcLVLJ w'@ae piaiCev i.v\► tasiri=aaa^ of
the target to determine the total charge present immediate-
ly after impact. Since no previous quantitative results
have been obtained for this sort of event and because of a
very limited theoretical basis, instrumental gain and
sensitivity adjustments were made rather arbitrarily at
the outset of the work. The signal strength was generally
larger than anticipated for the series of four or five
events monitored, so that a very modest amount of data has
been obtained.
The data that have U-1-en obtained for the projectile
measurements indicate that a net ch..rge of 10- 13 coulomb
is present prior to impact. For the one case where both
prujectlle and impact znarge eras measui ,_,d, the results
were 0.9 x 10- 13 and 5.3 x 10- 13 coulomb respectively.
This suggests that a little less than 20 per cent of the
total charge generated at impact may t­! brought to the
collision location by the projectile.
100
{0
t
•	 T L:ne
Top Trace:	 Vertical Sensitivity = 0.5 volt/an
Horizontal Sweep
	 = 2 µsec
9	 Bottom Trace: Vertical Sensitivity - 100 my/an
Horizontal Sweep	 - 5 µsec
Figure 46 Projectile Charge impulse
T irate
Vertical Sensitivity - 0,5 volt/car+
Horizontal Sweep	 - 2 µsec
Figure 47 Charge Collector Impulse:
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Much more work is obviously needed to construct a
meaningful model for events of this kind. An effort should
probably be made to determine the dependence of charge mag-
nitude on projectile velocity and projectile and/or target
material. A brief analysis should also be made to corre-
late our projectile charge deternination p with models of
projectiles and their shock waves moving through the atim-
sphere. Of even more importance, perhaps, is a determina-
tion of the effect of spray or ejecta on charge collecticn
measurements made downstrUam of a thin target. Additional
high-speed photography s hould be most useful in this regard.
Summary of Phase III Exp eriments. - Phase III experiments
have i)een comp.l_eted with a hir-h dearee of surrf+P.c nn vAri -
ous measurements desired by NASA. Reduction of the data
has been completed and is presented in detail for each of
the specific areas. The experiments were set up and con-
ducted in three parts including some tests with supplemen-
tary instrumentation furr_ished by NASA.
Part. 1. Normal Impact with Disk Projectile
To obtain normal impacts at the target with a disk
type projectile, several methods of launching the
projectile were investigated. Sabot and full cali-
ber projectiles were included in both smooth bore
and rifled launch tubes. A normal impact with a
3/16-in.-diameter half-caliber-long projectile was
obtained. Launching the projectile from a rifled
tube provided adequate stability. Ver fication of
the projectile attitude was obtained with two
image-converter cameras along the flight path.
Fart 2, Bubble Growth (PhotoQr4phic ar.d Re dio-
graphic Measurement)
Sequential flash X-rays were obtained on the
bubble growth for both 1/8- and 1/lE . -in. -thick
targets. A single exposure of the bubble was
obtained with the image converter back-lighted
for both 1/8- and 1/16-in.-thick targets. Self-
illuminated exposures were made but failed in
obtaining a picture of the bubble. in the addi-
tional tests made with NASA's TRW image converter
framing came-a, a picture of the bubble by self-
illumination was obtained.
102
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Part 5,, Ionization h asur
Ionization measurements were made in a specially
' designed high-vacuum chamber at a pressure of
between 2.5 - 4 x 10- 5 torr.	 Data were obtained
k for both 1/8- and 1/16-in.-thick targets. 	 The
! following type measurements were made -Ln these
experiments.
i
•	 Tne cha--ge on the projectile prior to
impact on the target.
R	 The charge resulting from the ionira-^L_^L_
•.av:a	 oaovuioicu wi ur	 ^.^^c	 ►ru ^utc vii	 ^.A Ac
rear face of the target.
•	 Total integrated light from the bubble.
o	 Spectraldata recorded on film, and 4j
recorded for specific band passes
,ror.itered by photoirultiplier tubes.
However, color temperature determination was not made
because time did not permit obtaining the required spectral
d&ta for this effort.
Table XIX shows the firing summary, round by round,
for PY.ase III.	 A total of eight firings was made to estab-
lish a stable-flying,	 flat-disk type projectile.	 Four
additional rounds were then fired to set up a sabot catcher
plate ahead of the velocity station.	 Rounds 13 through 30
were then fired to obtain data for parts 2 and 3 of this
phase.
i
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